
<rlc date="Wednesday 17th June, 2015"> 

 <samosa /> 

 <codeOfConduct> 

  Code of Conduct read out. 

 </codeOfConduct> 

 <introductions /> 

 <mailingList> 

  For London and SE. Advertised - if people interested, give e-

mails. 

 </mailingList> 

 <larcLibrary> 

  All books (1567 items) are now catalogued. Much of the 

material may be unique and therefore liable to theft?  

  Next step: compare actual books against the paper-based 

catalogue.  

  Next step?: refine classification system to deal with certain 

classes and terminology.  

  Need to speak with LARC about this.  

  How to resolve issue of creating an online catalogue but 

restricting access?  

  <actionPoint>Talk with LARC and arrange a date to finish 

off/continue this project.</actionPoint> 

 </larcLibrary> 

 <larcAdmin> 

  LARC still looking for people to help run the building.  

  How much commitment actually involved? What exact 

responsibilities? 

 </larcAdmin> 

 <larcMoney> 

  LARC not currently making enough money.  

  Reminder that groups should leave donations (can also do 

standing orders and bank transfers).  

  Ideas for raising money? 

 </larcMoney> 

 <insertedQuestion>How to contact LARC, especially if no existing 

contacts? - Come to a members' meeting.</insertedQuestion> 

 <rlc2015BankStuff> 

  Setting up a bank account for the RLC to make financial 

management easier.  

  Unity Bank? Handle lots of organisational accounts for e.g. 

charities, trade unions, etc. - however, we do not seem to meet the 

eligibility criteria (need to have some societal documents). Could 

possibly use the minutes of an AGM with signatures?  

  How to handle idea of signed AGM minutes as documentation 

(among other examples and transactional document requirements, e.g. 

change signatories?). Take volunteers as signatories?  

  So far have been using PayPal.  

  If central fund, maybe conflict between competing demands of 

local groups? Possibly get around by restricting to national uses only?  

  <actionPoint>Raise this at the national meeting? Need to 

confirm need for it, based on projected benefits and usage. Also discuss 

the problems involved (as briefly mentioned above).</actionPoint> 

 </rlc2015BankStuff> 

 <sessionsNatMeetWelcomingSpace> 

  Are dominant voices dominating the space? Concerns about 

making everyone feel comfortable and equally able to contribute.  



  Possibly make it clearer that it is possible to suggest 

sessions in advance / via alternative methods, rather than speaking in 

front of large group.  

  Some ideas about e.g. formalising through a facilitator?; has 

both advantages and complications (e.g. who facilitates, and issues of 

confidence).  

  Putting hands up? Has advantages, e.g. clarity and timing.  

  Encouraging awareness of self in terms of amount spoken? Also 

being more mindful of how people are reacting - i.e. who else wants to 

contribute?  

  Reducing length of introductions?  

  More discussion of what Code of Conduct and Safer Spaces mean 

in practice?  

  Improving diversity in terms of the topics covered? Example: 

interest in making Feminism more prominent a topic / approach to other 

topics.  

  Possibly lead with a session on "how to run sessions"?  

  Problems with assumptions about people who are speaking less?  

  Investigate what other groups do to improve this?  

  <actionPoint>We will summarise this discussion and bring it 

to the committee. Make Safer Spaces posters.</actionPoint> 

 </sessionsNatMeetWelcomingSpace> 

 <insertedQuestion>Can we get back in touch with the Feminist 

Library, as part of improving coverage of Feminism? - can do. Can also 

have a meeting on Feminism in the L / SE group, as well as at 

RLC2015.</insertedQuestion> 

 <localGroups> 

  Survey sent out to assess desire for creating local groups.  

  Current groups = L/SE and Oxford.  

  Problems with the term "radical"? Complications of 

terminology, e.g. in Oxford.  

  Can have meetings but not be a group? - How to encourage 

initial meetings?  

  Get students involved?  

  Maybe not just local, but regional? Using long-distance 

communication. Need for encrypted software?  

 </localGroups> 

 <websiteStuff> 

  Currently - website; journal; expired wikispace; empty 

domain.  

  Hosted with reclaimhosting. Would like to consolidate this.  

  If someone would like to get involved or has ideas, contact 

[Andrew] or [Stuart]. 

 </websiteStuff> 

 <anarchistBookFair> 

  Possibility of RLC presence at the Book Fair later this year?  

  Went last year; would be good to have a larger presence this 

year. Have given them details and asked to get in touch when they are 

planning stalls.  

  Did similar thing with Radical Book Fair, but they forgot to 

get back to us.  

  Session or stall? "Radical Reference Desk"?  

  <actionPoint>Get back in touch with them to remind. Also 

think in more detail about what to do.</actionPoint> 

 </anarchistBookFair> 

 <insertedQuestion>E-mail. How are the accounts organised? - e-mail 

address for radicallibs, and radicallibsSE; mailing list on JISCmail; 

twitter account; website. Run by a small number of people who have 



logins. How to spread out the responsibility (is that necessary?)? Maybe 

make it clear that more people can be involved if they are interested? 

Maybe keep to a small number, and then "swap shifts" etc. Issues of admin 

(structure versus hierarchy). Maybe bring up at the National Meeting? How 

to improve openness and welcoming to new people? Maybe include some sort 

of short description of the group, its functioning and purpose at the 

start of sessions with new people?</insertedQuestion> 

</rlc> 


